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Authors focus on exotic and emerging dangerous citrus viruses that have still not been reported in the countries of the

Mediterranean area, that are not yet regulated or that are restricted to certain small areas. They also discuss the

contribution that old and new technologies may offer for valuable surveys aimed at promoting the adoption and sharing of

better control measures and for the production of pathogen-tested citrus trees and rootstocks.
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1. Introduction

Although there are no cultivated citrus trees with Mediterranean wild-type ancestors, in the last two millennia, citrus trees

have become popularly associated with the region, and citrus cultivation continues to have considerable economic and

cultural significance throughout the Mediterranean and in surrounding areas. The first Citrus species to reach the East

Mediterranean shores was probably the Etrog citron (Citrus medica), brought over from Persia and Medea. Sour oranges

(C. aurantium) and lemons (C. lemon) followed, whereas the arrival of sweet oranges (C. sinensis) apparently took place

only after 1499, following the discovery of the European–Far East sea-line by Vasco de Gama from Portugal. Indeed,

several languages, including Arabic and the Romanian, refer to oranges as ‘portucal’. Interestingly, for decades, the

Mediterranean citrus industry flourished with the use of seedling trees, a practice that had to be changed following a

further maritime development allowing the transfer of rooted plants and soil infested with Phytophthora. The oomycete

that caused this serious decline through disease forced the introduction of grafting on the sour orange rootstocks found by

Spanish horticulturists, to end the gummosis epidemic. Similar attempts to use sour orange rootstock conducted in South

Africa and the Far East, including Australia and Java (now Indonesia), were unsuccessful due to the wide presence of

both citrus tristeza virus (CTV) and its vector. It took years to realize that the use of sour orange as a successful rootstock

in handling the gummosis problem was only because citrus plants originally imported from ancient regions were

introduced as seeds and, hence, were free from graft-transmitted pathogens.

The considerable growth of citrus demand to supply vitamin C needs on the Europe–Far East routes considerably

expanded cultivation, from that in home gardens and orangeries, the luxury structures used until the 19th century to

protect orange and other fruit trees during the winter, to more intensive groves. Along with this came an interest in the

introduction of new varieties for the botanical gardens that were replacing the private orangeries.

Initially, most of the Mediterranean citrus-producing countries developed their local orange (and, eventually, mandarin)

selections. The Jaffa orange, for example, was the most popular variety from about the middle of the nineteenth century,

developed in Palestine and later in Israel after its establishment in 1948. This situation continued for at least 30 more

years. Other orange varieties, such as the Tarocco and Moro blood oranges, were popular in Sicily and Southern Italy, and

other varieties of oranges in Spain and Morocco. A large change occurred with the establishment of the Riverside

experiment station in California, a school where many advanced horticulturists throughout the Mediterranean were

educated and thus brought home practices of variety collection and variety diversification. With diversification came the

import of citrus budwoods infected by different viruses. In many of the citrus areas in the region, the arrival of tristeza

occurred 20–30 years before the disease turned into an observable problem. This was partly due to the absence in the

region of the most effective, citrus-specific and abundant vector of the virus, Aphis (Toxoptera) citricidus Kirkaldy.

Because, in the early period, the spread of Citrus spp. occurred mainly through fruits and seeds, most of the important

citrus disease agents commonly found in China, India and other Far East countries were not carried along. This helped in

preventing the spread in the Mediterranean basin of phloem-limited pathogens, such as CTV, and other graft-

transmissible viruses and bacteria . Later, in 1920s and 1930s, the expansion of citrus cultivation in the Mediterranean

area was associated with the introduction of budwood of exotic citrus varieties. It was later discovered that Meyer lemon

imported from China and kumquats and satsumas from Japan led to the geographic dispersion of the tristeza virus,

although, at that stage, the disease remained unnoticed there . Worldwide alarming reports were followed with national
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programs of CTV elimination, which revealed cases of diseased trees in several Mediterranean countries, although still

restricted to the original imported propagations. Later, bioindexing and ELISA assays have shown the exchange of

propagative material infected by CTV continued for decades . New technologies are helping now to get information

about the introduction of other citrus viruses and viroids.

Once the scale of the threat had been perceived, the European Plant Protection Organization (EPPO) decided to conduct

a survey of viral and viral-like diseases of citrus plants in the Mediterranean, conducted by the late Prof. I. Reichert

(Agriculture Research Station, Rehovot, Israel). The study mission showed that the danger of citrus viral diseases

threatened the entire region  and highlighted the need to establish uniform methods of indexing, diagnosis and

nomenclature. These observations continue to be relevant, especially since globalization resulted in movement of people

and goods and considerable advances in novel diagnostic technologies.

The most serious outbreak of tristeza in the Mediterranean region was noticed in the 1960s in Spain, where several

millions of trees grafted on sour orange had succumbed to the disease. Replanting the old clone citrus trees with virus-

free planting material generated considerable benefits for the citrus industry in terms of quantity and quality of fruits . A

few years later, when the epidemic developed in Israel, the relevant organization set up to eradicate the disease,

eventually realized that the majority of the CTV isolates were poorly aggressive. However, once CTV became an

observed threat, many of the Mediterranean countries established regulatory policies against the continuation of the use

of sour orange as a rootstock, in favor of a replacement plan that has, to date, proven to be protective against CTV.

Today, the increased number of viruses and viroids affecting citrus , favored by climatic changes and increased activities

through global markets, have increased the risk of the introduction of exotic pests and pathogens, which could spread

from a single Mediterranean site to the whole region—a region producing more than 21% of the world’s citrus.

Nevertheless, the current knowledge of the occurrence and geographical distribution, biological characteristics and

molecular biological features of exotic and emergent citrus viruses and viroids relevant to the area is discontinuous and

not homogeneous (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Global distribution map of exotic citrus viruses and viroids relevant to the Mediterranean region (extracted from

EPPO Global database 2021, accessed in July 2021). CSDaV, Citrus sudden death-associated virus; CTLV, Citrus tatter

leaf virus; CCDaV, Citrus chlorotic dwarf-associated virus; SDV, Satsuma dwarfing virus; Non-EU CTV, stem pitting and

resistance breaking citrus tristeza virus; CLiV, Citrus leprosis virus (sensu lato); CYVCV, Citrus yellow vein clearing virus;

ICRSV, Indian citrus ringspot virus; CYMV, Citrus mosaic virus; CBCVd, Citrus bark cracking viroid; CVd-V, Citrus viroid V;

CVd-VI, Citrus viroid VI; CVd-VII, Citrus viroid VII.

The guidelines for surveillance provided by the International Plant Protection Convention  suggest that researchers

should consider whether a cooperative effort to collect and record data on pest presence or absence via surveys and

monitoring or other procedures  would be strategically effective as a means of containing the spread of diseases within

a country, as well as to prevent transborder movements among countries . Such a program of surveillance requires a

wide knowledge of the complex phytosanitary status of the citrus plants within each country and abroad, in order to focus

on pests that are not known to be present in a specific area and to monitor the distribution of that specific pest of interest,

or to carry out the identification of cases that would trigger further actions, in line with current international standards and

a statistically sound and risk-based pest survey approach .

2. Citrus Viruses Recommended for Regulation as Quarantine Pests
2.1. Citrus Tristeza Virus (Closterovirus, Closteroviridae)
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Citrus tristeza virus (CTV) is a positive-sense single-stranded genomic RNA of 19.3 kb encapsidated in the p25 major coat

protein (95%) and the p27 minor coat protein (5%). The genome codes for 12 open reading frames (ORFs). Its phloem-

associated virions consist of filamentous particles about 2000 nm long and 10–12 nm in diameter .

The host range of CTV is generally limited to Citrus species and their relatives, which are symptomless for many CTV

isolates if the virus is on their own roots, although when grafted, they show a wide range of symptoms, depending on the

scion–rootstock combination and the virus strains and isolates. The most characterized symptoms are quick decline (QD)

and stem pitting (SP). Quick decline, known as tristeza, leads to the death of the plant grafted on sour orange; stem pitting

is associated with sparse foliage and reduced yield and fruit quality, regardless of the rootstock. Some rootstocks

themselves can be severely affected on the trunk and at the root level (such as alemow). A third symptom, termed

seedling yellows (SY), is seen on sour orange, lemon and grapefruit seedlings in the greenhouse or on infected trees

regrafted with these varieties .

Almost all Citrus and Fortunella species host the virus by means of natural infection, and several Rutaceae species, such

as Aegle, Aeglopsis, Citropsis and others, as well as non-citrus species (Passiflora gracilis and P. coerulea), have been

reported as experimental hosts (see Moreno et al.  for comprehensive reference lists) (Table 1). Their roles in the

epidemiology of the disease have not been clarified, and this has led to several uncertainties regarding the regulation of

their movement as ornamental species . Studies on CTV revealed that the outcome of a CTV infection differs

depending on the citrus host and CTV strain . In addition, the replication of the virus isolates differs according to the

citrus species and variety .

Due to the continuous advancement enabled by bioinformatics and new genomic technologies, the possible

recombination sites of the CTV 5′ half have been identified, whereas the 3′ half (genes p23, p25, p18, etc.) sites of the

genome seem to be far more conserved, probably reflecting the strictness imposed by the functional role of their

expression products . Distinct members of the same lineage sharing common ancestries share a strain or genotype

. The introduction of high-throughput sequencing technologies (HTS) for CTV isolate characterization increased the

number of whole genomes sequenced, allowing novel reassessments of the phylogenetic relations of the CTV strains,

and the proposal of adding four new strains (S1, L1, M1 and A18)  to the previous CTV strain catalogue (T36, VT,

T3, RB, T68, T30 and HA16-5). To date (as of July 2021), a total of 81 whole-genome sequences of CTV isolates coming

from different countries have been listed in the GenBank database 

. Most of them are representative of the VT and RB genotypes followed by T30 and T36 (Figure 2). Only

13 isolates from the Mediterranean area have been fully sequenced. Nine of them are VT genotypes, two are T30, and

two are T36. These figures indicate that our knowledge of the genetic structure of the CTV population in the

Mediterranean region is limited compared with that of the wider global populations and is probably incomplete, with

potential considerable epidemiological phytosanitary implications.

Figure 2. Distribution of the 81 full genome sequences of CTV per genotype available in the GenBank (as of July 2021).

Regarding the epidemiology of the disease in the Mediterranean region, the virus is efficiently vectored by the

cotton/melon aphid Aphis gossypii, whereas the more abundant citrus-infesting aphids A. spiraecola (formerly A. citricola)

and Aphis (Toxoptera) aurantii in the region seem far less efficient under experimental conditions (

). A. citricidus, the most efficient vector of CTV worldwide , apparently remains restricted to the island of Madeira

and the coastal area of the northwest quadrant of the Iberian Peninsula of Spain and Portugal. Aphids transmit the virus in
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a semi-persistent mode. The efficiency of transmission also varies between CTV isolates; isolates ST and VT-1, both of

which belong to the VT strain, differ considerably in their rates of transmission by A. gossypii .

The failure of CTV eradication efforts throughout most of the Mediterranean countries, mainly due to the complex patterns

of citriculture, in terms of ownership, maintenance and variety composition, has prompted the adaption of novel

horticultural practices based on CTV-tolerant rootstocks, such as Troyer and Carrizo citrange, and this is in progress in

many countries. Considerable difficulties were noticed, however, due to the underestimation of the new disease, and

agronomic problems linked to the soil and water type and/or the fact that some budwood was infected by viroids.

This effective replacement strategy assumes that SP- and RB-inducing isolates and/or their efficient vectors are still

absent from the Mediterranean area. Indeed a regional surveillance program should be adopted by the national

phytosanitary services to prevent their introduction and spread.

The case of tristeza stem pitting. A CTV disease named stem pitting (SP) has been reported in many countries in the

southern hemisphere, where it is responsible for considerable damage. The affected trees of sweet orange, grapefruit and

lime species show stunting, low yield and poor fruit quality, regardless of the rootstock used (Figure 3). SP is induced by

most CTV isolates when inoculated on Mexican lime and C. macrophylla, indicator plants or rootstocks. Grapefruit, sweet

orange and other citrus species may also show this symptom in the field when infected by VT stem pitting isolates.

Countries in which the SP isolates are prevalent, causing tree decline and poor performance in crops—as in the case of

grapefruits in South Africa and the Pera orange variety in Brazil—have adopted mild isolate cross protection as a practical

means of preventing the damaging effects of locally spreading native severe stem-pitting CTV isolates .

Figure 3. Symptoms of tristeza stem pitting caused by SP isolates of CTV on the trunk (a), stem (b) and branch (c) of

grapefruit. Similar effects may occur on some sweet orange varieties and on indicator plants, or on alemow used as

rootstock (d).

However, field symptoms of stempitting disease in grapefruit trees have been only occasionally detected in the Eu-Med

region, although they have been detected in Mexican lime and alemow seedlings and grapefruit and acidless pummelo

plants in greenhouse tests .

Biological indexing on sweet orange and grapefruit in greenhouse allows to discriminate SP isolates and to evaluate their

severity .

Resistance-breaking (RB) CTV isolates. Old surveys led researchers to assume that P. trifoliata plants were tolerant or

resistant to most of the CTV isolates and strains, due to specific loci that are able to prevent the early steps of the

infection process and to modify its expression. A similar mechanism has been reported for Swinglaea glutinosa and

Severinia buxifolia. In recent years, certain CTV genotypes, known as resistance-breaking (RB) genotypes, were

phylogenetically analyzed and found to belong to at least two subgroups, which shared 90.3% genomic nucleotide

sequence identity with the T36 clade .
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After a T36 isolate of CTV was able to infect and replicate in P. trifoliata protoplasts  and the T68 and VT genotypes

were detected in the root of P. trifoliata cv. ‘Rubidoux’, the low detection rate for the CTV RB isolates was related to a low

titer of the accumulated virus or an uneven distribution in shoots . This limitation was apparently surmounted when a

VT strain was found to coinfect a tree, generating a positive interaction for the infection .

After the discovery of a CTV isolate capable of breaking CTV resistance in trifoliate oranges and replicating in roots, bark

and foliage, the spread of these isolates was investigated in many countries outside the Mediterranean region , and

they were recently found to have spread in China . A few infected trees have been found in Morocco and rogued .

The productivity of infected trees is variable in relation to the scion–rootstock combination and the mixture of CTV isolates

infecting the tree.

Different molecular methods for the detection of RB isolates are available. The first identification method using RT-PCR

was described in 2013 by Roy et al. , who developed a genotype-specific assay that enabled them to overcome the

difficulties of the MMM method to detect the presence of an unassigned genotype such as RB. However, in 2015, a new

MMM marker specific for RB, targeting the ORF1a K17 region, was designed and used to study the diversity of the CTV

strains present in New Zealand and the Pacific . Cook et al.  proposed an RT-PCR protocol with three pairs of

primers specifically designed to amplify RB group 1, RB group 2 and HA16-5, targeting a portion of the LProII domain of

ORF1a. This protocol has been successfully used to detect multiple strains in two South African cross-protecting sources.

A lab-on-chip miniaturized platform based on a sequential multiplex RT-PCR and microarray hybridization allowed

researchers to simultaneously discriminate between the T36, T30, VT, RB, T68 and T3 strains in mixed infections .

Saponari et al.  describe a protocol developed in California, based on a preliminary assay related to the Mab MCA13

and T36NS probe, designed in the intergenic region between p25 and p27, followed by a bark inoculation on P. trifoliata
and a test on Madam Vinous seedlings after a passage on trifoliate orange to check the infectivity, and a p65 sequence

phylogenetic analysis.The full-length genome sequencing of these isolates confirmed the phylogenetic analysis. Two

subclades were distinguished, with Californian isolates falling in both, and the New Zealand isolates placed together in

group I, differently from the findings of Cook et al. .

Overall, although molecular methods help in a preliminary screening to identify potential SP or RB isolates, a combination

of biological, molecular and, possibly, serological data are needed for a conclusive identification .
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